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About Us

Australia's Leading Process Serving Agency

Gotcha Process Serving Agency is an Australian-based company located in Glenhuntly, Victoria. Since commencing in
1985, we are a very well-established organisation offering a prompt and efficient service from our dedicated and reliable
agents.

We are capable of handling large volumes of legal jurisdriction or legal process without diminishing our professionalism
and efficiency. Our process servers have the best techniques and integrity to ensure effective outcomes in serving
processses, even in the most difficult of circumstances.

Gotcha provides a legal process that utilises the services of a mercantile agent, commercial agent, licensed investigator,
or other designated person authorised under State Law to conduct the procedures.

Our Team

Process Servers:

A process server is a highly trained operative, skilled in all aspects of serving legal documents, particulary for hard or
difficult matters.

Anywhere, anytime, we serve on your behalf - the right and legal way. All of our agents Australia Wide and Overseas are
licensed process servers.

Gotcha can provide a notarised Affidavit of Service (from some countries) of our professionalism and conduct to assure
you that our agents are experts in the serving of documents.

To activate the services of Family Law or any other court proceedings Overseas and Australia-Wide we require:

Original copy of Application of Divorce or other court matter.

Relevant Photos.
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Current home and work address.

Contact numbers.

Debt Collectors:

Slow paying accounts and bounced cheques? Our mission is to eliminate your outstanding debt. Debt recovery is not an
easy task, so relieve yourself from this unpleasent chore and hire Gotcha Process to do it all for you.

We specialise in Commercial debt and Commercial litigation.

Call Gotcha... we Get'em... Anywhere Anytime
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